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Invitation to the

Unveiling of a new poetry wall in the Archipel  
neighbourhood

The Archipel Poetry Foundation and the HSV International Primary School  
have joined forces to realize a new wall poem in the Archipel neighbourhood  
of The Hague. 

We have chosen a poem by Emily Dickinson and its translation in Dutch  
by Peter Verstegen. The new poetry wall  will feature the letter Caecilia by  
typographer Peter Matthias Noordzij. 

Schoolchildren, parents and staff will participate in the unveiling festivities,  
which will therefore start 8.30 AM. We’re delighted that Ingrid van Engelshoven, 
Deputy Mayor and Alderman for Knowledge Economy, International Affairs,  
Youth and Education will join us. After the ceremony we will enjoy a cup of  
coffee at the premises.

We cordially invite you to join us for the unveiling on Wednesday, 
October 26th, 8.30 AM at the HSV, Nassaulaan 26, The Hague. 

De Stichting ArchipelpoëZie —
Ruth van Rossum
Gilles Hooft Graafland
Derk Hazekamp
Jan Hein Schouw
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About Archipel Poetry Foundation 

The Archipel Poetry  Foundation aims to embellish beautiful walls in  
The Hague’s historic Archipel quarter with good poetry. The design  
of the poetry walls is stylish yet modern. Each poem is painted in a  
different well-known fount designed by a renowned Dutch typographer.  
Thus with the project we not only build a walking route of good poetry,  
but also of outstanding typography.

The project is received with great enthusiasm and support of neigbourhood 
citizens, The Hague government, poetry supporters, typography aficionados, 
poets and typographers alike.

As our neighbourhood is a firm favourite with expats, we have decided  
to choose not only Dutch but also English language poetry. The project  
already shows poetry by William Carlos Williams, Derek Walcott and  
Siegfried Sassoon.

For more information please visit our website 
www.archipelpoezie.nl.


